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The contribution of transposable elements to Bos taurus gene structure
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Abstract

In an effort to identify the contribution of TEs to bovine genome evolution, the abundance, distribution and insertional orientation of TEs were
examined in all bovine nuclear genes identified in sequence build 2.1 (released October 11, 2005). Exons, introns and promoter segments (3 kb
upstream the transcription initiation sites) were screened with the RepeatMasker program. Most of the genes analyzed contained TE insertions, with
an average of 18 insertions/gene. The majority of TE insertions identified were classified as retrotransposons and the remainder classified as DNA
transposons. TEs were inserted into exons and promoter segments infrequently, while insertion into intron sequences was strikingly more abundant.
The contribution of TEs to exon sequence is of great interest because TE insertions can directly influence the phenotype by altering protein sequences.
We report six cases where the entire exon sequences of bovine genes are apparently derived from TEs and one of them, the insertion of Charlie into a
bovine transcript similar to the zinc finger 452 gene is analyzed in detail. The great similarity of the TE-cassette sequence to the ZNF452 protein and
phylogenetic relationship strongly suggests the occurrence of Charlie 10 DNA exaptation in the mammalian zinc finger 452 gene.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Significant interest exists in studies of the Bos taurus genome.
This species is an economically important animal, and represents
an alternative mammalian model for obesity, infectious diseases
and female health (Larkin et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2005). Since
Abbreviations: Bov-A, Bov-A2; Bov-tA, Bovidae Short Insterspersed
Nuclear Elements; Bov-B, Bovidae Long Insterspersed Nuclear Elements; bp,
base pair; CR1, chicken repeat; ERV, endogenous retroviruses; kb, kilo bases;
L1, Line-1; L2, Line-2; LINEs, long interspersed sequences; LTRs, long
terminal repeat; Mb, mega bases; MER, medium reiterated repeat; MIR,
mammalian-wid interspersed repeat; nt, nucleotide; ORF, open reading frame;
RTE, retrotransposable elements; SCAN domain, domain-swapped homologue
of hiv capsid c-terminal domain; SINEs, short interspersed sequences; TEs,
transposable elements; ZNF452, zinc finger 452 protein; hAT domain, hobo,
activator and Tam3 element domain.
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completion of the B. taurus draft assembly, this genome sequence
has been utilized in studies of non-primate and non-rodent
genomes as well as in comparative genomics (Barendse et al.,
1994). Similar to human, dog and mouse (3000; 2400 and
2500 Mb respectively) bovine genome size is 3000 Mb with 30
haploid chromosomes. To date, 22,818 genes (22,805 nuclear and
13mitochondrial genes) have been identified and characterized in
the bovine genome. The next step is to determine the location,
structure, function and expression of genes affecting health,
reproduction, production and product quality in cattle.

Over the last 10 years, an abundance of experimental evidence
has accumulated that directly points to the contribution of trans-
posable elements (TEs) to host gene structure, function and ex-
pression (Britten, 1996a,b, 1997, 2004; Nekrutenko and Li, 2001;
Landry et al., 2001, 2002; Landry and Mager, 2003; Sorek et al.,
2002; Jordan et al., 2003; Lorenc and Makalowski, 2003; Van de
Lagemaat et al., 2003; Jordan et al., 2003; Han and Boeke, 2004,
2005; Bacci et al., 2005; Dunn et al., 2005, 2006; DeBarry et al.,
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2005; Ganko et al., 2003; Ganko, 2006). These studies also have
shown that the evolutionary consequences of TE insertions in the
host genome are diverse when they occur within genes.

One of the most extensive literature surveys of TE contri-
bution to host gene regulation identified approximately 80 cases
where regulatory elements of vertebrate genes are derived from
TEs (Brosius, 1999). Since TEs contain several cis-regulatory
components including promoter and enhancer sequences, they
can influence not only their own activity but also the expression
of adjacent genes (Landry et al., 2001, 2002; Medstrand et al.,
2001; Jordan et al., 2003; Dunn et al., 2003, 2005, 2006). In
addition to acting as promoters and enhancers of nearby genes,
TE insertions have also been shown to influence gene expression
by providing alternative splicing sites (Varagona et al., 1992;
Davis et al., 1998) and polyadenylation sites (Sugiura et al.,
1992; Mager et al., 1999) when inserted into intronic regions.
For example, an Alu element has several cryptic splicing sites
embedded within its sequence and can create alternative splicing
sites in host genes (Makalowski, 2000; Sorek et al., 2002; Lev-
Maor et al., 2003). Besides these regulatory effects, TEs may
also contribute to the evolution of coding regions, implicating
TE exaptation or domestication as a mechanism for the origin of
genetic novelties (Nekrutenko and Li, 2001; Lorenc and
Makalowski, 2003; Ganko et al., 2003; Britten, 2004). Several
examples of neofunctionalization have been described, in which
the TEs have been recruited as neogenes with new cellular
functions and have concomitantly lost their ability to transpose
(Agrawal et al., 1998;Miller et al., 1999a,b; Donnelly et al., 1999;
Pardue and DeBaryshe, 2003; Mallet, 2004; Brandt et al., 2005).

Specifically within the bovine genome, TEs have not yet been
well-characterized with regard to mobilization activity, number
of insertions within genes and genomes, mode of transmission
and impact of their presence on host evolution (Lenstra et al.,
1993; Smit, 1996; Okada and Hamada, 1997; Malik and
Eickbush, 1998; Kordis and Gubensek, 1999). One method to
assess the contributions of TEs to host gene evolution is iden-
tification of their presence within genes and promoter sequence
regions proximal to host genes. Thus, in an effort to verify the
evolutionary influence of TEs, the bovine genome was searched
to identify the abundance, distribution and insertional orienta-
tion of TEs in all known bovine nuclear genes. Exons, introns
and sequences 3 kb upstream transcription initiation sites were
screened. The aim of this study was to provide a complete
overview of the diversity of TEs present in bovine genes, and
evaluate whether TEs can contribute to gene structure with their
DNA sequences. The cases described in this survey, in conjunc-
tion with those previously described (Lorenc and Makalowski,
2003; Ganko et al., 2003; Britten, 2004) demonstrate the meth-
ods by which TEs have contributed to mammalian evolution.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Data collection

We retrieved the B. taurus draft assembly build 2.1 (October
11, 2005) entries from GenBank and converted them to FASTA-
formatted sequence files using the BioPerl toolkit (Stajich et al.,
2002). These multifasta files contained 3 kb sequence upstream
of each gene and the intronic and exonic regions from 22,805
nuclear genes. These sequence files were screened with Repeat-
Masker (http://www.repeatmasker.org) to identify TE inser-
tions. Data containing locus identification, coding sequence,
and exon and intron coordinates were stored in a MySQL
database where relationships between sequences and repeats
were defined.

2.2. Sequence analysis

To identify possible TE insertions in B. taurus genes, bovine
genomic sequencewas screenedwithRepeatMasker 3.1.2; (http://
www.repeatmasker.org). This program identifies copies of TEs by
pairwise sequence comparisons with a library of known TEs
(RepBase 10.11; http://www.girinst.org/Repbase_Update.html).
The following parameters were used for this search: “cross_
match” as the search engine; “slow” to obtain a search 0–5%more
sensitive than default; “nolow” to not mask low complexity DNA
or simple repeats; “norna” to nomask small RNA (pseudo) genes;
“species cow” to specify the species or clade of the input
sequence; “alignment” to generate a output file showing the
alignment. In addition to the parameters selected from the
program, our analysis identified a TE insertion as a sequence of at
100 nucleotides that possessed at least 80% identity to a TE
sequence in the Repbase database. ATE insertion was designated
as a TE-cassette when a fragment of a TE was inserted into an
mRNA coding sequence (Gotea and Makalowski, 2006). These
stringent parameters were set to avoid spurious results. The
RepeatMasker output was parsed with an in-house prepared
parser. The most relevant RepeatMasker output values were
stored in a MySQL database for more advanced data-mining. TE
insertions were classified into three categories according to the
gene region where it was identified. Insertions residing com-
pletely within an intron were classified as intronic and those
completely inserted within a region up to 3 kb from the tran-
scription initiation site were classified as promoter insertions. The
window size of the upstream regionwas chosen based on previous
studies in mammalian genome regarding estimates of potential
regulatory region size (Jordan et al., 2003; Van de Lagemaat et al.,
2003; Landry and Mager, 2003; Thornburg et al., 2005). To
classify a TE insertion as exonic, two possibilities were
considered: TE insertions completely contained within an exon,
as well as those extending from the boundary regions (upstream
region/exon or exon/intron), with at least with five nucleotides
remaining inside the promoter or exon region.

2.3. Analysis of Repeat Masker results

A PERL script algorithm was developed in-house to classify
the relatively large amount of TE data generated by Repeat-
Masker. Various TE parameters were sorted, including the num-
ber of genes that contain TE sequences; the mean number of
insertion by gene; the class frequency (SINEs, LINEs, LTR and
DNA percentages), the TE diversity found in cow genes; the rate
of TE insertions in the same and in the opposite orientation in
relation to the gene; the frequency of insertions in promoter
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segments, introns and exons; the mean length of TE insertions in
each region (promoter segments, introns and exons).

Comparisons of the TE length among different gene regions
(promoter segment, introns and exons) were performed using
Kruskal–Wallis Test. The frequency of sense and antisense TE
insertions was compared using χ2 test.

2.4. Splicing sites

NetGene2 program has been applied to the prediction of
splicing site locations in gene sequences. The last intron and exon
of zinc finger 452 gene of Homo sapiens (NC_000006.10), Pan
troglodytes (NW_120489.1), Canis familiaris (NC_006617)
and B. taurus (NW_983609) were submitted to NetGene2 to
identify the occurrence of acceptor and donor splicing sites in
these regions.

2.5. Evolutionary analysis

The multiple alignments of Zinc finger 452 protein and other
homologous proteins were performed with CLUSTAL W
(Thompson et al., 1994). The evolutionary relationships among
Zinc finger 452 sequences were assessed using the maximum
parsimony method (branch and bound algorithm), as implemen-
ted in PAUP v.4.0b10 (Swofford, 2000). The sequence used in
evolutionary analyses were obtained from GenBank sequences
from Zinc finger 452 protein ofB. taurus (XP_618238);H. sapiens
(AAI11743; AAI11742; NP_443155; AAI10835; AAS01734);
C. familiaris (XP_545451); P. troglodytes (XP_527300); Mus
musculus (XP_923559) and protein homologies of H. sapiens
(BAB67818; BAA92591; BAA24856); P. troglodytes
(XP_513301); B. taurus (XP_590215; XP_592089); Rattus
norvegicus (XP_342922);M. musculus (AAH34119; AAF18453;
NP_803413) and Tetraodon nigroviridis (CAF95678).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Many transposable elements are associated with genes in
bovine

Of the 22,805 B. taurus nuclear genes analyzed in the present
study, 20,366 (89.30%) contained TE insertions with an average
Fig. 1. Distribution of TE-gene association by chromosome. Number of bov
of 18.41 insertions/gene. The greatest number of insertions (378)
was contained within KCNB2 (NM_001024563.1), a 490 kb
bovine gene. In contrast, 2079 other genes contained only one
TE insertion in their sequence. Fig. 1 shows the number of genes
analyzed by chromosome and the number of genes with TE
insertions. The frequency of genes with TE insertions ranged
from 84.46% for genes located on chromosome 4 to 97.15% for
those on chromosome 8.

In this study 375,011 TE insertions were detected, and
359,173 (95.77%) were classified as non-LTR retrotransposons.
Of that group, 246,871 (65.83%) were identified as short inter-
spersed sequences (SINEs), 112,302 (29.95%) as long inter-
spersed sequences (LINEs) and 5166 (1.38%) as long terminal
repeat retrotransposons (LTRs). The remaining insertions were
classified as DNA transposon 10,672 (2.84%). This result shows
that mobile elements from all categories contribute to bovine
gene variability. However, the TEs are distributed primarily as
retrotransposons (98.62%) rather than transposons (1.38%).
DNA transposons are not as well documented in mammalian
genomes, but have been extensively studied outside mammals
(Berg and Howe, 1989; Capy et al., 1998; Craig, 2002). Current
researches indicate that DNA transposons in mammals are
mostly “fossilized” elements representing ancient, long inactive
sequences (Robertson, 1996; Smit and Riggs, 1996).

In general, TE frequency in the bovine genome is consistent
with those observed in human genome, where 75% of TE se-
quences are SINEs and LINEs, 19% are LTR sequences and only
6% are DNA transposons (The Human Genome Sequencing
Consortium, 2001). Outside mammals, other genomes, such as
maize and lily, show high abundance of retrotransposons in
which 50% and 90%, respectively, of their genome is re-
presented by retrotransposons (SanMiguel et al., 1996; Flavell,
1986). On the other hand, in species with smaller genomes, such
as yeast, nematodes and fruit flies, the percentage of retro-
transposons in the genomes is much lower, typically ranging
from 1% to 10% (Cherry et al., 1997; Kaminker et al., 2002;
Kidwell, 2002). The reasons for the difference in transposable
element content among species are not completed understood,
but it is assumed that it can reflect the TE dynamism, capacity for
self-regulation of copy number, frequency of vertical and hori-
zontal transfers (Silva et al., 2004), as well as host ability in
repressing transposition.
ine genes analyzed versus number of bovine genes with TE insertions.
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3.2. Transposable element diversity in cow genes

In the human genome, most of the copies are retroelements
belonging to a few families of LINEs and SINEs, while the
remaining TEs represent numerous families with relatively low
copy number (The Human Genome Sequencing Consortium,
2001; Ostertag and Kazazian, 2001; Hua-Van et al., 2005). In
order to evaluate whether this pattern is also observed in the
bovine genome, we analyzed TE family diversity (number of
different TE sequences) versus its respective abundance
(number of insertion in genes). As result, it was observed that
the most abundant class, non-LTR retrotransposons, presented
the lowest diversity. All the 246,871 sequences classified as
SINE can be divided into only three family types: Bov-A, t-RNA-
Glu and MIR. Similarly, LINE sequences, which also have high
abundance (112,302 sequences) showed low diversity (RTE, L1,
L2 and CR1). On the other hand, DNA transposon, which
presented a low number of copies in cow genes (10,672 se-
quences), showed the greatest diversity (Tip 100, Achobo,
MER1_type, MER2-type, PiggyBac, Tc2 and Mariner). Finally,
the LTR sequences showed the smallest abundance (5166
insertions) and only three groups of sequences ERVL, ERV1 and
MaLR (Fig. 2). Most of the families identified in this study are
widely distributed in mammalian lineages, for instance L1, L2,
CR1 and MIR. Some ancient DNA transposons, such as Tig-
ger, are distributed outside mammals (Robertson, 1996).
However, Bov-B, Bov-tA and Bov-A2 were found to be specific
for the suborder Ruminantia.

3.3. TE insertions orientation in relation to the cow genes

TEs can be inserted in the 5′–3′ orientation of the host gene
sequences as well as in the opposite orientation. If TE insertional
is a random event, it would be expected that sense and antisense
insertions occur in the same frequency. However, some studies
have shown that some TE sequences are preferentially inserted
into the opposite orientation in relation to host gene (Maka-
lowski et al., 1994; Smit, 1999; Medstrand et al., 2002, Lorenc
and Makalowski, 2003; Van de Lagemaat et al., 2003; Singer
et al., 2004). In order to evaluate whether there is any bias in the
rate of TE orientation insertion in the bovine genome, the fre-
Fig. 2. Transposable elements diversity (number of different families of
transposable elements) versus their occurrence in Bos taurus genes (number of
insertion).
quencies of sense and antisense insertions were analyzed. As
general result, a statistically similar distribution of sense and
antisense insertions (46.30% and 53.70%, respectively) was
observed. However, analyzing each class, LINEs and LTR
classes were preferentially inserted into the opposite orientation,
61% and 69.75% respectively (both Pb0.05). Accordingly,
studies have shown that L1 (LINEs) and LTRs are more likely to
be oriented in the antisense transcriptional direction in the
human genome (Smit, 1999; Medstrand et al., 2002; Van de
Lagemaat et al., 2003). It is thought that regulatory motifs such
as polyadenylation signals within these elements are more likely
to be detrimental by, for instance, leading to truncated proteins
when oriented in the same direction as the gene. In relation to the
DNA and SINE classes any bias in insertion direction was
observed (48% and 49.9%, respectively of antisense insertions).

Considering only exons, the frequencies of sense and
antisense insertions were similar for DNA transposons
(52.72% sense and 47.27% antisense), LINEs (48.19 % sense
and 51.81% antisense), LTRs (59% sense and 41% antisense)
and SINEs (53.66% sense and 46.33% antisense). Singer et al.
(2004) showed that 85% of Alu sequences contained in exons of
human genes are in the antisense orientation. Hence, our results
for the bovine genome differ from those observed in the human
genome, where Alu sequences (SINE subclass) are preferentially
inserted into the opposite orientation in relation to the host gene
(Makalowski et al., 1994; Lorenc andMakalowski, 2003; Singer
et al., 2004).

3.4. TE insertions in promoter segments, exons and introns

The availability of complete genome sequences is providing
an unprecedented opportunity to assess the contribution of TEs
to gene structure and function. The genomic approach has typ-
ically begun with the identification of TE-gene associations (i.e.
the occurrence of TE sequences near or within genes) in a
sequenced genome (Maside et al., 2003; Petrov et al., 2003;
Franchini et al., 2004; DeBarry et al., 2005; Ganko, 2006). In
order to identify this kind of association, bovine nuclear genes
were screened. The occurrence of TEs was evaluated in exons,
introns and promoter segments individually.

From all genes analyzed, 19,577 (85.84%) showed TE-
derived sequences in introns. A similar percentage of TE inser-
tions were detected in human genes, where 75% of genes contain
at least one L1 sequences usually as part of introns (Han et al.,
2004). A recent survey that analyzed 846 functionally charac-
terized cis-regulatory elements from 288 genes showed that 21
of those elements (2.5%) from 13 genes (4.5%) reside in TE-
derived sequences (Jordan et al., 2003). The same study showed
that 24% of TE-derived sequences are present in promoter re-
gions; defined as 500 bp located 5′ of functionally characterized
transcription initiation sites. This significant number of inser-
tions in the 5′ promoter region suggests that TE can play a role in
regulation of gene expression. Finally, our analysis showed that
542 (2.37%) cow genes contain TE-derived sequences within
exons. This number is smaller than that of Nekrutenko and Li
(2001) who estimated that 4% of human protein-coding genes
contain retrotransposons sequences, but shows that TEs are
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contained within bovine genes in a significant proportion which
are consistent with earlier studies ofH. sapiens (Nekrutenko and
Li, 2001; Jordan et al., 2003; Han et al., 2004), M. musculus
(DeBarry et al., 2005),Drosophila (Ganko, 2006) and C. elegans
(Ganko et al., 2003) genomes.

Insertion frequencies in exons and promoter segment were
very low, 630 (0.12%) and 3349 (0.89%) respectively, while
insertions in introns were strikingly more abundant 371,032
(98.94%). The low rate of TE-derived sequences in exons were
observed in other mammals, in mouse, for instance, from the
186,823 exons analyzed, 263 (0.14%) showed LTR insertions
(DeBarry et al., 2005). Additionally, a wide study has shown that
0.38% (751 of 196,937) of vertebrate proteins have TE se-
quences in their structure (Lorenc and Makalowski, 2003). Our
data are consistent with the above-cited reports, which show a
smaller frequency of TE insertions in human exons than
Nekrutenko and Li (2001). In this study, 630 insertions were
identified in exons, including 44 LTRs cassettes, 64 DNA
cassettes, 157 LINEs cassettes and 365 SINEs cassettes. Since
the TE maintenance is tolerated if the effect of its insertion is
neutral or beneficial to gene host function, a hypothesis to explain
the maintenance of relatively high number of TEs associated
with exons is the production of one or more novel alternative
transcripts while the native transcript maintains the original gene
function (DeBarry et al., 2005). Over evolutionary time, novel
transcripts containing TEs may evolve to encode a beneficial
function and thus can be selectively maintained with or in place
of the original transcript. However, the mere identification of a
TE in exons is not, in itself, indicative of adaptive significance
because it may only represent an insertional mutant unique to the
sequenced strain. However, the strategy of searching for TE-
cassettes within genes allows selecting the most relevant TE-
gene associations to be investigated in further studies.

In addition to the evolutionary consequences of the
exon insertions, TE-cassettes in promoter segments can also
modify the normal transcription of gene. According to Van de
Lagemaat et al. (2003), TEs in promoter regions affect the
expression of many genes through the donation of transcrip-
tional regulatory signals. Several studies have demonstrated a
role for TEs in human gene transcription in individual cases
(Murane andMorales, 1995; Brosius, 1999; Hamdi et al., 2000;
Van de Lagemaat et al., 2003). From the 3349 TE-derived
sequences found in promoter segments in the cow genome, 78
were DNA elements; 112 LTR elements, 1039 LINEs and 2120
SINEs.

When inserted into introns, TEs can influence gene expres-
sion by providing alternative splicing sites (Varagona et al.,
1992; Davis et al., 1998) and polyadenylation sites (Sugiura
Table 1
Length of TE insertions (median, minimum and maximum) in each gene region

Median length/gene DNA (minimum–maximum) LTR (minimum–max

Exons 199 (106–484) 296 (104–606)
Promoter segments 200 (118–1225) 246 (112–910)
Introns 255 (101–2680) 236 (101–1733)
P 0.018 ⁎ 0.076

* Pb0.05.
et al., 1992; Mager et al., 1999). From 371,932 TE sequences
found in introns, 5087 were LTR elements; 10,539 DNA;
111,099 LINEs and 244,307 SINEs.

3.5. Insertion lengths in exons, introns and promoter segment

Since exons and promoter are under stronger selection
pressures than intron regions, it could be expected that TE-
derived sequences in exons are smaller than those found in other
gene locations. Statistical comparisons among TE lengths in
each region were performed using the Kruskal–Wallis test. The
median (minimum and maximum) value of each TE class is
shown in Table 1. This result shows that there is a significant
variation of length between TE classes and between gene re-
gions. The lengths were statistically different between the exons,
introns and promoter regions of DNA transposons, LINEs and
SINEs, which is in agreement with the expected higher func-
tional constraints in exons. No difference was detected in LTR
class. In all classes, the largest TE insertions were found in
intronic regions (DNA=2680 bp; LTR=660 bp; LINE=4722 bp
and SINE=301 bp).

3.6. Full-exon origins from TE-cassettes

The contribution of TEs to coding regions is of particular
interest, because they can influence the phenotype by changing
protein sequences. There are several indications that transpos-
able elements can be recruited for normal function in host or-
ganism (Miller et al., 1999a,b; Donnelly et al., 1999; Pardue and
DeBaryshe, 2003; Britten, 2004; Mallet, 2004; Brandt et al.,
2005). A classical example of retrotransposons playing a func-
tional role for the host organism is the HetA and TART elements
that have telomerase activity in Drosophila (Pardue and
DeBaryshe, 2003). Britten (2004) described several examples
of functional genes whose sequences have been almost com-
pletely derived from mobile elements in human genome. We
identified 10 genes in the bovine genome that had an entire exon
similar to a TE fragment. Therefore, the presence of TE-cassettes
in transcripts does not guarantee their translation considering
that eukaryotic organisms contain several post-transcriptional
mechanisms that can eliminate the TE sequence before trans-
lation (Gotea and Makalowski, 2006). We evaluated the pres-
ence of these exon associations in coding sequences. As result, it
was observed that the TE-exon associations of the LOC521822,
LOC614028, LOC617472 and LOC505293 genes are not trans-
lated into protein. However, six genes with TE-exon associations
are translated into proteins. These genes were LOC538046
(similar to zinc finger protein 452), LOC616159 (similar to
imum) LINE (minimum–maximum) SINE (minimum–maximum)

212 (111–714) 175.50 (104–285)
392 (101–913) 196.00 (101–399)
320.5 (100–4722) 185.50 (114–301)
0.004 ⁎ 0.000 ⁎
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prefoldin 4), LOC514883 (similar to olfactory receptor Olr1169),
LOC617220 (similar to zinc finger protein 193), LOC510331
(similar to Cullin-5, Vasopressin-activated calcium-mobilizing
receptor), LOC615117 (similar to zinc finger protein 496).

Two possible mechanisms exist for insertion of transposable
elements into an ORF: directly by transposition into the exon or
indirectly by recruiting an intronic TE (Lorenc and Makalowski,
2003). The fact that all TE-cassettes detected as full-exons begin
in intron regions and extend to the exons is in agreement with the
hypothesis of indirect recruitment of an intronic TE insertion
(Nekrutenko and Li, 2001). Curiously, all events detected in this
study are associated with the final exon (Fig. 3). The biggest full-
exon composed of TE-cassette was detected in LOC538046
gene (similar to zinc finger protein 452). The fourth exon of this
gene (start point: 17,006 bp, end point: 18,919 bp) shares 89.3%
identity with Charlie 10 DNA transposon (Fig. 3A). There are
other proteins with Charlie insertion described in the human
Fig. 3. Schematic representation of genes with exon sequences similar to TEs. (A) C
transposon. (B) Comparison between similar zinc finger 496 gene structure and Tigge
and CHR2 retrotransposon. (D) Comparison between similar to prefoldin gene struc
receptor Olr1169 gene structure and L1BT retrotransposons. (F) Comparison betwee
exons regions and lines introns. Numbers show the beginning and the end of exons
genome such as GTF2IRD2, LOC58486, LOC285550 and
DkFZp727G1 (Smit, 1999; Britten, 2004). Another transposon-
cassette detected in this study as a full-exon gene (LOC615117:
similar to zinc finger protein 496) was homologous to Tigger 1.
The last exon (start point: 1506 bp, end point: 1614 bp) shares
81.25% identity with Tigger 1DNA transposon (Fig. 3B). There
is a growing body of evidence that DNA transposons have been
frequent source of protein domains for the assembly of new
genes during evolution (Nouaud and Anxolabéhère, 1997;
Sarkar et al., 2003; Hammer et al., 2005). Retrotransposon
insertions were also identified (Fig. 3C to F), for example 182 bp
segment of the element CHR2/SINE was detected in the last
intron and complete exon of LOC510331 gene (similar to
Cullin-5), 483 bp segment of L1MC/LINE was identified in the
same region of LOC616159 gene (similar to prefoldin 4), also
307 bp segment of L1BT/LINE was detected in LOC514883
gene (similar to olfactory receptor Olr1169) and finally 185 bp
omparison between similar zinc finger 452 gene structure and Charlie 10 DNA
r 1 DNA transposon. (C) Comparison between similar to Cullin-5 gene structure
ture and L1MC retrotransposons. (E) Comparison between similar to olfactory
n zinc finger 193 gene structure and BOVB retrotransposons. Squares represent
and the length of TE insertion.
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segment of BOVB/LINE was identified in LOC617220 (similar
to zinc finger protein 193 (PRD51).

Three of these probable exaptation events are associated with
the zinc finger family of proteins, which is one of the largest protein
families in human genome. This protein functions diversely in
regulation of transcription playing important roles in various
cellular functions including cell proliferation, differentiation and
apoptosis (Luo et al., 2006). Particularly interesting for us, the
protein Zinc finger 452 has 1369 amino acids and a molecular
weight of 156.5 kDa. It contains one transcriptional regulator
SCAN domain, one integrase, catalytic region domain, one hAT
dimerisation domain. This dimerisation domain is 50 amino acids
located at the C terminus of the transposases of elements belonging
to the Activator superfamily (hobo of D. melanogaster; Ac of
maize and Tam3 elements of A. majus) (Rubin et al., 2001).

According to Ohno (1970) and Gotea and Makalowski (2006)
the molecular domestication or exaptation events should occur
Fig. 4. A. Alignment between last exon of zinc finger 452 from Bos_tauru (Bos taur
sapiens: NP_443155) and Pan_trogl (Pan troglodytes: XP_527300) and the Charlie 1
of zinc finger 452 is showed as square. The last intron and exon of zinc finger 452 g
familiaris (NC_006617) and Bos taurus (NW_983609). Sites predicted by NetGene
more frequently in duplicated genes because new duplicated
copies are free of functional constraint and can undergo
significant changes until they acquire new specific functions. In
addition, Gotea and Makalowski (2006) suggest that the exap-
tation scenario should be favored when support from phylogeny
exists, because the probability of having both random sequence
similarity (TE versus protein) and phylogenetics support for the
same protein fragment is lower than a randommatch between the
protein and TE sequence alone. Based on this information we
evaluated the possibility of exaptation in the Zinc finger protein
452 gene using phylogenetic relationship and sequence similarity.
As result, we present three arguments supporting the hypothesis
of exaptation. The first is the high similarity between Charlie 10
transposon element and Zinc finger 452 amino acid sequences of
H. sapiens (0.78), P. troglodytes (0.78), B. taurus (0.67) and
C. familiaris (0.71). Fig. 4A shows the alignment between
last exon of Zinc finger 452 from B. taurus (XP_618238),
us: XP_618238), Canis_fam (Canis familiaris: XP_54541), Homo_sapi (Homo
0 DNA transposon. B. Multiple alignment of acceptor splicing site of last intron
ene of Homo sapiens (NC_000006.10), Pan troglodytes (NW_120489.1), Canis
2 program.



Fig. 5. Phylogenetic relationships between zinc finger 452 protein and other homologous proteins. The arrow represents the introduction of Charlie 10 transposons.
The cladogram was generated by parsimony analysis using the branch and bound algorithm (Swofford, 2000). The numbers indicated the branch support calculated by
bootstrap analysis consisting of 1000 replicates.
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C. familiaris (XP_54541), H. sapiens (NP_443155) and
P. troglodytes (XP_527300) and theCharlie 10DNA transposon.
In addition to such a high level of similarity, the sequence analysis
suggests that insertion of Charlie 10 near a zinc finger ancestral
gene generated a change in the splicing site given rise to the
current zinc finger 452 gene structures. Fig. 4B shows a motif
matching the consensus sequence for acceptor splicing site
(predicted by NETGENE with a confidence level of 46% in
human).

The second is based on the fact that zinc finger is a large gene
family that diversified by a series of duplication events during
evolution. In such case new duplicated gene copy with a TE
insertion, could pass through the sieve of selection evolve and
acquire new function. Third, this protein in mammalian group
(Fig. 5) show the phylogenetic relationships that Charlie 10
insertion in the last functional exon of Zinc finger 452 protein is
shared by H. sapiens, P. troglodytes, B. taurus and C. familiaris
suggesting that this exaptation event occurred before the di-
versification of these mammals. The evidence of this event is
shown by the highly supported clade that contain this sequences
(bootstrap 100) pointed by an arrow. This finding suggests a new
function of Charlie 10 DNA in the mammalian genome and
reinforces that TE fragments are utilized by genome and can
contribute to host gene expression.

4. Conclusion

The origin of genetic novelties is of great interest in
evolutionary and functional biology. Evidence from the human,
mouse, worm and fruit fly genomes have indicated that, in
addition to providing the source of genetic variability, trans-
posable elements can also provide template DNA for
novel genes or regulatory sequences. In this report we
identified TE-gene associations in bovine genomes and
showed that a great number of genes harbor insertions of
transposable elements of different lengths and a small
fraction of them are inserted into the coding sequences.
The presence of TEs in this small fraction is of great interest
because they can change the function of the gene product.
When this change is adaptive and conserved over the
evolutionary time it is named of molecular domestication
(Miller et al., 1997), exaptation (Brandt et al., 2005) or co-
opted events (Sarkar et al., 2003). In this study six potential
exaptation events were identified within the bovine genome.
From these findings, new questions arise, such as how the
insertions of TEs into a gene can affect the host protein
properties and/or function. Can any TE insertions be
associated with different patterns of B. taurus gene
expression? At the moment there are no answers for such
questions, but there is no doubt that TE fragments modify
genomes and can contribute to host gene expression. Further
studies, including molecular and biochemical analyses are
required to fully understand this phenomenon.
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